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Abstract
Continuing our work in [FRZZ18], this article is devoted to proving that open-closed
Gromov-Witten invariants of KP2/µ3 are quasi-meromorphic modular forms, and gener-
ating functions of open Gromov-Witten invariants are quasi-meromorphic Jacobi forms.
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1 Introduction
The modularity of Gromov-Witten generating function of Calabi-Yau 3-folds is a well-
known and yet mysterious phenomenon in Gromov-Witten theory. There is a great deal
of works on this subject [ASY+14, CI18, Zho14]. We should mention that the "modularity"
here should be interpreted in a rather general sense. Among them, an attractive class of
examples are toric Calabi-Yau 3-folds where an explicit B-model is available via Eynard-
Orantin topological recursion on mirror curve. This mirror symmetry is remodeling conjec-
ture [EO07, BKMP09, BKMP10] proved in [FLZ16]. There are 16 local toric surfaces where
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the mirror curve is genus one. Naturally, one expects its B-model (and hence A-model via
remodeling conjecture) to have modularity in the classical sense.
In [FRZZ18], we have investigated four examples KP2 , KP1×P1 , KP[1,1,2], KF1 . Among
many things, we showed that its open-closed Gromov-Witten generating functions F
X ,L, f
g,n
are quasi-meromorphic Jacobi forms up to a mirror map. Three of four examples have
more than one Ka¨hler classes and its generating function is of multi-parameters. Therefore,
we need to restrict Fg to some one-dimensional subfamilies. One interesting phenomenon
is the multiple-choices of one-dimensional sub-families and the restriction to different one-
dimensional subfamily of generating functions may have different modular groups! In this
article, we continue our investigation to the example KP2/µ3 . In particular, we prove
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 4.5)
1. dX˜1 · · · dX˜nFX ,L(g,n) under mirror map is in the ring Ĵ (Γ)⊗ (H∗(Bµ3,C))⊗n, where
Ĵ (Γ) = R̂ [{℘′(ui − ur),℘(ui − ur)}i∈{1,··· ,n},r∈R] , (1.1)
is the differential ring generated by ℘′(ui − ur) and ℘(ui − ur), and
R̂ =M(Γ)
[
{℘(uri − ur j)}ri.r j∈R, η1
]
, (1.2)
which is the ring of quasi-meromorphic modular forms.
2. FXg is quasi-meromorphic modular form of some group Γ under closed mirror map. Group Γ
depends on the one-dimensional subfamily we choose.
The main reason for the choice of our first four examples in [FRZZ18] is the existence
of global hyper-elliptic structure of its mirror curve. Hyper-elliptic structure is crucial in
our argument because its ramification points are 2-torsion points and the coefficients of
expansion of ℘-function at these points are automatically modular forms for Γ(2). The
mirror curve of our example now is not globally hyper-elliptic and we do not know if the
ramification points are torsion points, but we can still get modularity property similarly.
The main reason is ramification points are intersection of 2 curves with coefficients in
function field H/Γ, and the intersection points then are modular functions of some smaller
group Γ′ < Γ. In this article, we choose special subfamily to simplify the computation.
The article is organized as follows. In the section 2, we will briefly review construction
of mirror curve and remodeling conjecture in this case. The appropriate one-dimensional
subfamily is constructed in the section 3. The main results are proved in the section 4. In
many ways, this article is a continuation of [FRZZ18]. We were informed that a general
treatment for remaining local toric surfaces are prepared in a up-coming work of Fang-Liu-
Zong.
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2 Revisit Remodeling Conjecture
2.1 Mirror curve construction
The main reference of this subsection is [FLZ16]. Let X = KP2/µ3 , defined by a fan Σ ⊆
NR . N = Z
3 is a lattice of rank 3. Σ(1) = {ρ1, · · · , ρp′+3} is set of 1-dimensional cone of
Σ, and bi ∈ ρi ∩Z is integral generator of ρi. Since X is Calabi-Yau, all bi , i = 1, · · · , p′ + 3
lie in a hyperplane of N, and assume it to be N′ := Z2 × {1} ⊆ N, so bi = (mi, ni, 1).
After change of basis of N′, assume that b1 = (r,−s, 1), b2 = (0,m, 1), b3 = (0, 0, 1). Let
∆ = Σ∩N′R be a polytope and ∆∩N′ = (mi, ni), i = 1, · · · , p+ 3, where p+ 3 = |∆∩N′ |. ∆
is defining polytope of X . b˜i = (mi, ni, 1) , i = 1, · · · , p+ 3 and b˜i = bi for i = 1, · · · , p′ + 3.
Let σ0 is a 3-dimensional cone with b1, b2, b3 as edges, and τ0 is a 2-dimentional subcone
with b2, b3 as edges. As is shown in below picture σ0 is the cone over shadowed triangle
and τ0 is the 2 dimensional cone over the vertical edge of σ0.
Trianglized defining polytope of KP2/µ3 ,
b3
(3,-3)
b2
b1
Let
N˜ =
p+3⊕
i=1
Zb˜i (2.1)
and there is a exact sequence of group homomorphism,
0 −→ L φ−→ N˜ ψ−→ N −→ 0 , (2.2)
where L ∼= Zp. Applying tensor product by C∗ to (2.2),
1 −→ G −→ T˜−→T −→ 1 . (2.3)
Action of T˜ on itself extends to Cp+3 = Spec[Z1, · · · ,Zp+3]. Let Z(Σ) = ⋃σ∈Σ(3){Zi =
0, if ρi * σ}, U(Σ) = Cp+3− Z(Σ). Then
X = [U(Σ)/G] . (2.4)
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Applying Hom(−,Z) to (2.2), we have a long exact sequence,
0 −→ M ψ
∨
−→ M˜ φ
∨
−→ L∨ −→ 0 . (2.5)
Assume {b˜∨i , i = 1, · · · , p+ 3} is a set of basis of M˜ and Di = φ∨(b˜∨i ). Denote
I ′σ = {i ∈ {1, · · · , p′ + 3}, st. ρi ∈ σ} , Iσ = {1, · · · , p+ 3} \ I ′σ . (2.6)
Extended nef-σ cone is defined as,
N˜e f σ := ∑
i∈Iσ
R≧0Di , (2.7)
and extended nef cone of X is
N˜e f (Σ) :=
⋂
σ∈Σ(3)
N˜e f σ . (2.8)
Take a subset {Hi, i = 1 · · · , p} of N˜e f ∩L∨ which is a basis of L∨Q, and require that image
of {Hi, i = 1 · · · , p′} in H2(X ,Q) forms a set of basis. Let Hi = Di+3, for i = p′ + 1, · · · , p.
Assume
Ha = ∑
i∈Iσ0
sajDj , (2.9)
and define a monomial of q = (q1, · · · , qp)
ai =
{
1, i ∈ I ′σ0
∏
p
a=1 q
sai
a , i ∈ Iσ
. (2.10)
Then the miror curve, denoted by Cq, has equation
X + Y3 + 1+ a1X
3Y−3 + a2XY−1 + a3X2Y−2 + a4X2Y−1 + a5XY + a6Y2 + a7Y = 0 , (2.11)
with
a1 = q
3
1, a2 = q1q2, a3 = a
2
1q3, a4 = q
2
1q4, a5 = q1q5, a6 = q6, a7 = q7. (2.12)
The compactification of mirror curve Cq is the natural compactification when embedding
Cq →֒ P∆. Let U be moduli space of complex structure of Cq over which Cq and Cq are
smooth.
2.2 Aganagic-Vafa brane
Let T′ = N′ ⊗ C∗ and T′R be maximal compact subgroup of T′. From the construction
of toric Calabi-Yau orbifold, action of T′R preserves the Calabi-Yau structure of X . The
corresponding moment map of this Hamiltonian action is
µT ′
R
: X 7→ M′R . (2.13)
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Let X 1 be the union of T′R invariant 0-dimensional and 1-dimensional orbits. The image
µT ′R(X 1) is called toric graph. Choose a point in one outer leg of toric graph, then L ⊂
µ−1
T ′R
(p), with an additional condition that when we write X as GIT quotient Cp+3  (C∗)p,
then sum of angles of Zi on L is constant. L is called outer Aganagic-Vafa brane. Assume
the 2-dimensional cone corresponding to the outer leg is the one considered in last section
τ0. In our example, L ∼=
[
C× S1/µ3
]
.
2.3 Open-closed Gromov-Witten invariants
Denote β ∈ H2(X , L; Z), and ~µ = (µ¯1, · · · , µ¯n) ∈ H1(L,Z)n, In our example, H1(L,Z) ∼=
Z× µ3, so µ¯i = (di, ki).
M(g,h),n(X ,L, | β,~µ) :=
{
(Σ, ∂Σ)
φ−→ (X ,L) | φ stable, φ∗([Σ]) = β, φ∗([∂(Σ)]) = ~µ
}
,(2.14)
is moduli space of stable maps from a Rieman surface of g holes n boundaries and h
markings to (X ,L).
evi : M(g,h),n(X ,L, | β,~µ) 7→ IX , (2.15)
is evaluation map. γ1, · · · ,γh ∈ H∗T ′,CR(X ,Q), then open Gromov-Witten invariant is de-
fined to be
< γ1, · · · ,γh >X ,L,T
′
R
(g,h),n
:=
∫
[F]vir
∏i ev
∗
i (γi)
NvirF
, (2.16)
where F is the toric T′R fixed loci. Then (2.16) lies in Q(w1,w2), fractional field of H∗(BT′R,Q).
Set w1 = 1, w2 = f , then (2.16) is Q-valued and denoted by < γ1, · · · ,γh >X ,(L, f )(g,h),n . Let
T = ∑
p
i=1 tiTi, and {Ti}pi=1 is a set of basis of H2CR(X ,Q). Open-closed potential is defined
in [FLT12] as
FX ,(L, f )g,n
(
T, X˜1, · · · , X˜n
)
= ∑
d∈E f f (X )
∑
d1,··· ,dn>0
2
∑
k1,··· ,kn=0
∞
∑
h=0
<Th>
X ,(L, f )
(g,h),n
h!
•
n
∏
j=1
X˜
nj
j
n⊗
i=1
(
−(−1) −k13
)
1′−ki
3
(2.17)
It takes value in H∗CR (Bµm,C). When n = 0, it recovers closed Gromov-Witten potential
which is denoted by FXg .
2.4 Statement of remodeling conjecture
Remodeling conjecture, proposed in [BKMP09, BKMP10], relates A-model open-closed
Gromov-Witten invariants with B-model Eynar-Orantin topological recursion invariants
under mirror map proved in [FLZ16].
Consider the mirror curve constructed before. Assume p : C˜q −→ Cq, is the Z2 cover
map. Then closed mirror map is given by
ti =
∫
A˜i
logY
dXˆ
Xˆ
, i = 1, · · · , p , (2.18)
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and
A¯i = p∗(A˜i), i = 1, · · · , p (2.19)
lie in K(Cq,Z), where
K(Cq) = kernel(H1(Cq,Z) 7→ H1((C∗)2),Z) . (2.20)
{Ai}gi=1 is the image of {A¯i} in H1(Cq,Z). Choose {Bi}gi=1 ⊂ H1(Cq,Z), st.
Ai ∩ Bj = δij , Ai ∩ Aj = Bi ∩ Bj = 0 . (2.21)
Bergman kernel B(p, q) normalized by {Ai} is a meromorphic symmetric bidifferential
2-form on Cq × Cq characterized by
• B(p,q) is holomorphic except that it admits 2 order of pole on diagnal.
B(p, q) =
(
1
(p− q)2 + f (p, q)
)
dpdq , (2.22)
in which f (p, q) is symmetric.
• ∫
q∈Ai
B(p, q) = 0, i = 1, · · · , g. (2.23)
Choose ωi ∈ H0(Cq,ωCq), satisfying∫
Aj
ωi = δij,
∫
Bj
ωi = τij . (2.24)
In our example, the compactified mirror curve is genus 1, so g = 1. Choose a base point o
and we have Abel-Jacobi map,
u : Cq 7→ J (Cq) = C/Z ⊕ τZ ,
p 7→ u(p) =
∫ p
o
ω . (2.25)
Then the Bergman kernel has an expression in Jacobi coordinate
B(p, q) = (℘(u(p)− u(q), τ) + η1) du(p)du(q) , (2.26)
with η1 =
pi2
3 E2.
We use Schiffer kernel S(p, q) as anti-holomorphic completion of Bergman kernel, such
that it is independent the choice of Torelli marking and can be extended to the whole
moduli space of complex structure. The method to do antiholomorphic completion is
explained in [EO07].
S(p, q) = (℘(u(p)− u(q), τ) + ηˆ1) du(p)du(q) , (2.27)
where ηˆ1 = η1 − piImτ , and
lim
Imτ→∞
S(p, q) = B(p, q) . (2.28)
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Let R = {p ∈ Cq, d(XY f ) = 0} be set of ramification points in mirror curve. ω0,1 =
0, ω̂0,2 = S(p, q), then for 2g− 2+ n > 0,
ω̂
f
g,n(p1, p2 · · · pn) = ∑
r∈R
Resq→r
1
2
∫ q
q∗ S(p1, ξ)
λ− λ∗
{
ω̂
f
g−1,n+1(q, q
∗, p1 · · · , pn)
+ ∑
I∪J={2,··· ,n}
∑
g1+g2=g
ω̂
f
g1,|I|+1(q, pI)ω̂
f
g2 ,|J|+1(q
∗, pJ)
}
. (2.29)
Xˆ := XY f : Cq 7→ C. νl ∈ Xˆ−1(0), l = 0, 1, 2 in boundary of Cq are open GW points,
and assume Yl = Y(νl) . In a neighborhood νl ∈ Dlq ⊂ Cq, assume Xˆ(Dlq) ⊂ Dδ = {Xˆ ∈ C :
Xˆ ≤ δ}. Then there are maps
ρl1 ,··· ,lnq := (Xˆl1q )−1 × · · · × (Xˆlnq )−1 : (Dδ)n 7→ Dl1q × · · · × Dlnq . (2.30)
(ρl1 ,··· ,lnq )∗ω̂
f
g,n(p1, · · · , pn) means expanding ω̂ fg,n near the open Gromov point (νl1 , · · · , νln).
Assume the corresponding u coordinate of the open GW points are wl, l = 1, 2, 3, and
wl ∈ D˜l is a neighborhood of wl in J (Cq). and
δl1,··· ,ln := (ul1)−1 × · · · × (uln)−1 : (Dδ)n 7→ D˜l1 × · · · × D˜ln . (2.31)
Let H∗CR(Bµ3, C) = C1⊕ C1 13 ⊕ C1 23 , and ψl =
1
3 ∑
2
k=0 ξ
−kl
3 1
′
k
3
, l = 0, 1, 2 .
Take limit Imτ → ∞, then we recover ω fg,n. The remodeling conjecture applied to
modularity purpose says that
• For 2g− 2+ n > 0,
dX˜1 · · · dX˜nF
X ,(L, f )
(g,n)
=
(−1)g−1+n
3n ∑
l1,··· ,ln∈{1,2,3}
(δl1···ln)∗ω fg,n(u1, · · · , un)ψl1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψln ,
(2.32)
•
dX˜1dX˜2F
X ,(L, f )
(0,2)
= −3−2 ∑
l1,l2∈{1,2,3}
(
(δl1l2)∗ω(0,2) − du1du2(u1 − u2)2
)
ψl1ψl2 , (2.33)
•
dX˜FX ,(L, f )(0,1) =
1
3 ∑
l∈{1,2,3}
(
lnY(ρlXˆ)− lnYl
) dXˆ
Xˆ
ψl , (2.34)
•
FXg = F̂g :=
1
2g− 2 ∑r∈R
Resq→rd−1λ ·ωg,1 . (2.35)
The ” = ” means that under mirror map and right-hand side expanded near open GW
points, two sides are equal.
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3 A special subfamily of mirror curve
Although compared with the example in [FRZZ18], mirror curve of KP2/µ3 has no hy-
perelliptic structure, and the ramification points are not necessary to be torsion points, we
can still get similar results. The reason is that in Eynard-Orantin recursion, the modularity
of ramification points plays a crucial important role, and in this example, we can still get
the modularity property of ramification points.
In this section, I will focus on a concrete and easy subfamily to simplify computation
and highlight the idea.
Take 1-dimensional subfamily by letting
qi = 0 , for i = 2, · · · , 7 , (3.1)
and q = 1q1 , and then the mirror curve subfamily becomes
H(X,Y) := X3 + Y3 +Y6 + qXY3 = 0 . (3.2)
Denote this subfamily by C. In this subfamily, it is enough to choose framing f = 0. Denote
X = Xˆ that appears in section 2.
3.1 Primary definition of modular form
In this subsection, I will introduce some basic and necessary definition of modular
forms. See [DS05].
Definition 3.1. A holomorphic function f : H 7→ C is a modular form of weight k ∈ Z for
group Γ ⊂ SL(2,Z) if
(1) for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ,
f
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)k f (τ) . (3.3)
(2) f (τ) is holomorphic at ∞ . Denote the ring to be Mk(Γ).
Example 3.2. Weight 4 and 6 Eisenstein modular form
E4 =
1
4ζ(4) ∑c∈Z
∑
d∈Z
′ 1
(cτ + d)4
,
E6 =
1
6ζ(6) ∑c∈Z
∑
d∈Z
′ 1
(cτ + d)6
. (3.4)
Definition 3.3. A holomorphic function f : H −→ C is a quasi-modular form if
(1)
f
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)k f (τ) +
k−1
∑
i=0
ck(cτ + d)k−1 f j , (3.5)
f j is holomorphic function.
(2) f is holomorphic at ∞. Denote this ring to be M̂k(Γ).
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Example 3.4. An example of quasi-modular form is weight 2 Eisenstein series.
E2 =
1
2ζ(2) ∑c∈Z
∑
d∈Z
′ 1
(cτ + d)2
. (3.6)
Definition 3.5. Almost holomophic modular form of weight k is an antiholomorphic func-
tion f : H −→ C satisfying,
(1) f behaves like modular forms under group action
f
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)k f (τ) . (3.7)
(2) f (τ) can be expanded as polynomial of 1Imτ , with holomorphic function as coefficients.
Denote the ring of almost holomorphic modular forms by M˜k(Γ).
For example Ê2 = E2 − 3pi Imτ is an almost holomorphic modular form.
Let M(Γ) denote the ring of meromorphic modular forms which is fractional field of
M(Γ), and then we have ring of quasi-meromorphic modular forms M̂(Γ) = M(Γ)[E2]
and ring of almost meromorphic modular forms M˜(Γ) =M[Eˆ2].
In this article, we will deal with modular forms with non-trial multiplier system because
of η function which is an modular form with non-trivial multiplier system, so modular
form in this article means modular form with multiplier system.
Definition 3.6. Jacobi form of weight k index m of a group Γ is a holomorphic function
φ : C×H −→ C satisfying
(1)
φ
(
z
cτ + d
,
aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= e
2piimcz2
cτ+d (cτ + d)kφ(z, τ) . (3.8)
(2) For λ , µ ∈ Z,
φ(z+ λτ + µ, τ) = e−2piim(λ
2τ+2λZ)φ(z, τ) . (3.9)
(3) φ has Fourier expansion
φ(z, τ) = ∑
n,r
C(n, r)e2pii(nτ+rz) , (3.10)
C(n, r) = 0 unless 4mn ≥ r2.
J(Γ) denotes the ring of Jacobi forms of group Γ. Let J (Γ) denote the ring of meromor-
phic Jacobi forms which is the fractional field of J(Γ).
Example 3.7. A useful meromorphic Jacobi form of index 0 weight 2 is Weierstrass ℘
function,
℘(z, τ) =
1
z2
+ ∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(0,0)
(
1
(z+mτ + n)2
− 1
(mτ + n)2
)
. (3.11)
℘′(z) is meromorphic Jacobi form for SL(2,Z) of weight 3.
Quasi-meromorphic Jacobi forms ring Ĵ (Γ) := J (Γ)⊗ M̂(Γ), and almost meromorphic
holomorphic modular form is J˜ (Γ) = J (Γ)⊗ M˜(Γ) .
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3.2 ℘-Uniformization of mirror curve
Every elliptic curve is birationally equivalent to Weierstrass normal form by calssical
theory of elliptic curves, and there is a simple procedure called Nagell’s algorithm to carry
the birational transformition[Con96]. Fix a Torelli marking {A, B} of Cq and a holomorphic
1-form ω, such that ∫
A
ω = 1 ,
∫
b
ω = τ . (3.12)
Fixing a base point o, we have Abel-Jacobi map
u : C 7→ J (C) = C/Z⊕Zτ ,
p 7→ u(p) =
∫ p
o
ω (3.13)
In order to do ℘-uniformization, change coordinate firstly
x = XY−1, y = Y . (3.14)
Then mirror curve is transformed to
x3 + 1+ y3 + qxy = 0 . (3.15)
which is a Hesse pencil curve. Uniformization of (3.15) is
t =
−12− 19q3 + 4
1/3
3 qκ
−2U
4
1
3 κ−2U + q2
,
x = (3t− q)−4(27+ q
3)t+ κ−3V(3t− q)
−8(27+ q3)(1+ t2) ,
y = tx− 1 , (3.16)
with inverse map
U =
−κ2
3
108x+ q3x+ 9q2y+ 9q2
4
1
3 (3y+ 3− qx)
,
V = −4(q3 + 27)κ3 3y
2 − qxy+ qx− 3
(3y+ 3− qx)2 . (3.17)
Under birational transformation, (3.15) becomes
V2 = 4U3 − g2U − g3 . (3.18)
with
U = ℘(u, τ) ,V = ℘′(u, τ) , (3.19)
and
g2 =
κ44
1
3
3
(q4 − 216q) ,
g3 = − 2
27
q6 − 40q3 + 432. (3.20)
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The j-invariant is
j = −q
3(−216+ q3)3
(27+ q3)3
. (3.21)
We can set
q(τ) = −
(
33 +
η(τ)12
η(3τ)12
) 1
3
. (3.22)
Then q(τ)3 is Hauptmodul of Γ0(3), so compactified mirror curve (3.15) is a curve family
over H/Γ0(3). q(τ) is also equal to q(τ) = −3−
(
3η(3τ)
η( τ3 )
)3
, and it is a Hauptmodul of Γ(3).
Let
g2 = 60 · 2 · ζ(4) · E4(τ) , g3 = 140 · 2 · ζ(6) · E6(τ) , (3.23)
then
κ =
(
3 · 43pi4E4
4
1
3 q(q3 − 216)
) 1
4
, (3.24)
and κ is a modualr form of weight 1 with some multiplier system. By coordinate transfor-
mition (3.2), we get the uniformization of mirror curve (3.2).
3.3 Ramification point
Let R = {r ∈ Cr, d|p(X) = 0} be set of ramification points, they are not necessary to
be ramification points, but in the subfamily we choose now, ramification points still have
modularity property. Since r ∈ R is the intersection of the following two plane curves
X3 + Y3 +Y6 + qXY3 = 0 ,
1+ 2Y3 + qX = 0 . (3.25)
which give us 9 ramification points. Explicitly, Y3 has 3 different solutions.
Y31 =
1
24
(−12− q3) + −24q
3 − q6
24t
− 1
24
t ,
Y32 =
1
24
(−12− q3)− (1+ i
√
3)(−24q3 − q6)
48t
+
1
48
(1− i√3)t ,
Y33 =
1
24
(−12− q3)− (1− i
√
3)(−24q3 − q6)
48t
+
1
48
(1+ i
√
3)t , (3.26)
with
t =
(
216q3 + 36q6 + q9 + 24
√
3
√
27q6 + q9
) 1
3
. (3.27)
Let
Ykj = e
2piik
3 Yj , k , j = 1 , 2 , 3 . (3.28)
Then we can get the coresponding Xkj by equation (3.25). From the expression of solutions
in (3.26), we can see that all Xkj, Ykj are invariant under some group action Γ < Γ0(3).
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Lemma 3.8. Coordinates Xkj and Ykj of ramification points are all modular functions of some group
Γ.
Let ur be the u-coordinate of ramification point r ∈ R. By the inverse map of uni-
formization, we can get the following lemma directly.
Lemma 3.9. ℘(ur) and ℘′(ur) are meromorphic modular forms of group Γ of weight 2 and 3
respectively.
Lemma 3.10. Let r1, r2 ∈ R be two ramification points, then ℘(ur1 − ur2) and ℘′(ur1 − ur2) are
all modular forms.
Proof. Since we have relation
℘(ur1 − ur2) =
1
4
℘′(ur1) + ℘′(ur2)
℘(ur1)− ℘(ur2)
− ℘(ur1)− ℘(ur2) ,
℘′(ur1 − ur2) =
℘′(ur1) + ℘′(ur2)
℘(ur1)− ℘(ur2)
(℘(ur1 − ur2)− ℘(ur1))− ℘′(ur1) . (3.29)
Therefore by lemma 3.9, we can get both ℘(ur1 − ur2) and ℘′(ur1 − ur2) are modular forms
of weight 2 and 3 respectively.
Involution can only be defined locally near ramification points in this example. Assume
p = (X,Y) ∈ Cq near ramification point (Xkj,Ykj), then we have p∗ = (X,Y∗), and
Y∗ = e
2piik
3
(−Y3 − 1− qX) 13 . (3.30)
4 Modularity of open-closed Gromov-Witten invariants
4.1 Bergman kernel
We will use Schiffer kernel instead of Bergman kernel. To simplify notation, use up
instead of u(p) and ωg,n replacing ω0g,n since we fix framing f = 0. In the recursion, we
need to expand S(p, q) and d−1S(p, q) as power series of uq − ur, and take their coefficients,
so we firstly need to study their coefficients carefully and prove that they are all almost
meromorphic modular forms or almost meromorphic Jacobi forms.
S(p, q) =
(
℘(up − uq) + ηˆ1(τ)
)
dupduq . (4.1)
Near ramification point r,
S(up − uq) =
∞
∑
k=0
S(k)(up − ur)(uq − ur)k . (4.2)
S(k)(up− ur) is obviously meromorphic Jacobi form. Near ramification point r ∈ R, uq∗ can
be expressed as function of Y.
uq∗ =
∫ Y∗
o
ω . (4.3)
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Then
d−1S(p, q) : =
∫ q
q∗
S(p, η)
=
(
ζ(up − uq)− ζ(up − uq∗) + ηˆ1(uq − uq∗)
)
dup . (4.4)
Expand d−1S(p, q) near ramification point ur,
d−1S(p, q) =
(
S(up − ur)(1− ∂u(q
∗)
∂u(q)
|q=r)
)
(uq − ur)
+
(
−S′(up − ur) + S′(up − ur)
(
∂uq∗
∂uq
)2)
− S(up − uq∗)∂
2uq∗
∂u2q
(uq − ur)2
+O((uq − ur)3)dup . (4.5)
In the above expansion,
∂uq∗
∂uq
=
∂uq∗
∂Yq∗
∂Yq∗
∂Yq
∂Yq
∂uq
|q=r = ∂Yq
∗
∂Yq
|q=r . (4.6)
It is a meromorphic modular form when taking value at ramification points by Lemma 3.8.
Similarly, use chain rule to get
∂nuq∗
∂unq
, and we can prove it is also a meromorphic modular
form when taking value at ramification points. Additionally, we have relation
℘′(u)2 = 4℘(u)3 − g2(τ)℘(u)− g3(τ) , (4.7)
with g2 , g3 given in (3.23). Therefore coefficient of (up − ur)k in expansion of d−1S(p, q),
denoted by Sk, is a polynomial of ℘
′ and ℘ with almost meromorphic modular form as
coefficients, so Sk is almost-meromorphic Jacobi form. Additionally, in Sk, the order of
differential of ℘(up − ur) is no more than k− 1, so at ramification point r ∈ R, Sk has order
of pole no more than k+ 1. Similarly for S(up − ur). Collect these results as a lemma for
later use,
Lemma 4.1. Expanded near ramification point r, d−1S(p, q) = ∑∞k=0 Sk(uq − ur)k. Then the
coefficient Sk is an almost meromorphic Jacobi form as a polynomial of ℘
′(up− ur) and ℘(up− ur).
Further, Sk only has poles at ramification point r, and the order of pole is no more than k + 1.
Similarly, S(up − uq∗) can be expanded as power series of (uq − ur) whose coefficients are almost
meromorphic Jacobi form and coefficient of (uq − ur)k has pole at r of order no more than k+ 2.
4.2 λ− λ∗
λ = lnY dXX |Cq . According to above subsection, we know
Y3 −Y∗3 = 2Y3 + 1+ qX ,
Y3 +Y∗3 = −1− qX . (4.8)
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Let pr = (xr, yr) ∈ R.
λ− λ∗ = 1
3
(
ln
(
1+
Y3 − Y∗3
Y3 + Y∗3
)
− ln
(
1− Y
3 −Y∗3
Y3 +Y∗3
))
dX
X
=
2
3
∞
∑
k=0
1
2k+ 1
(
2Y3 + 1+ qX
−1− qX
)2k+1
dX
X
=
2Y2
3X2 + qY3
∞
∑
k=0
(
2Y3 + 1+ qX
)2k+2
(1+ qX)2k+1 · (2k+ 1)
dY
X
. (4.9)
When expanded in Jacobi coordinate u,
(2Y3 + 1+ qX)2 =
(−12X2r + 2q2Xr + 2q) ∂2X∂u2 |ur (u− ur)2 +O ((u− ur)3) , (4.10)
with
− 12X2r + 2q2Xr + 2q 6= 0 , (4.11)
except for finite q which are solutions of
q12
864
+
q9
12
+ 2q6 + 17q3 + 27 = 0 . (4.12)
Above arguments give the following lemma,
Lemma 4.2. λ− λ∗ has two order of zeros at each ramification point, and when expanded as power
series of u− ur, all coeffecients of λ− λ∗ are meromorphic modular forms.
4.3 Modularity of Gromove-Witten invariants
Apply Eynard-Orantin recursion, we can get ω̂g,n, and it has similar properties as in
[FRZZ18].
Theorem 4.3. 1. ω̂g,n(u1, · · · , un) is symmetric in its argumengs, and only has poles at ram-
ification points R. At each ramification point, the order of pole of each argument is no more
than 6g+ 2n− 4, and total order of pole of all arguments is no more than 6g+ 4n− 6.
2. ω̂g,n(u1, · · · , un) is a polynomial of S(ui − ur) and S′(ui − ur) with coefficients lying in the
ring of almost meromorphic modular forms,
R˜ =M(Γ)
[
{℘(uri − ur j)}ri,r j∈R, ηˆ1
]
. (4.13)
So, ω̂g,n is an almost meromorphic Jacobi form in the differential ring
J˜ (Γ(3)) := R˜ [{℘(ui − ur),℘′(ui − ur)}i∈{0,··· ,n},r∈R] . (4.14)
3. For g ≥ 2, F̂g = 12g−2 ∑r∈R Resq→rd−1λ ·ωg,1 is in the ring R˜.
Proof. All statemts are easy to prove by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 and are similar to the
proof of Theorem 4.4 in [FRZZ18]. I will give a skech.
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1. As shown in below example 4.4, ω̂0,3 has pole of order 6 at ramification points totally,
and each argument has order 2. In recursion (2.29), assume this statement is true for
ω̂g1,|I|+1, ω̂g2,|J|+1. Then at a ramification point r, argument uq has order of pole no more
than 6g1 + 2(|I|+ 1) − 4 in ω̂g1,|I|+1, and no more than 6g2 + 2(|J| + 1)− 4 in ω̂g2,|J|+1, so
they totally will give 6g+ 2n− 6 order of pole. Since 12 d
−1S
λ−λ∗ has simple pole at ramification
point r, so coefficient of (uq − ur)6g+2n−5 in expansion of d−1S will give the largest order
of pole at r after the residue, which has order of pole no more than 6g+ 2n− 4 by Lemma
4.1.
Assume ω̂g1,|I|+1 has total order of pole no more than 6g1 + 4(|I|+ 1)− 6 and ω̂g2,|J|+1 has
total order of pole no more than 6g2 + 4(|J| + 1) − 6, so total order of pole of ω̂g,n is no
more than 6g1 + 4(|I|+ 1)− 6+ 6g2 + 4(|J|+ 1)− 6+ 2 = 6g+ 4n− 6.
2. This statement is a direct result by Eynard-Orantin recursion and the expansion property
of d−1S and λ∗ − λ proved in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
I would like to give an example of ω̂0,3 to give a direct glance at ω̂g,n.
Example 4.4.
ω̂0,3(p1, p2, p3) = ∑
r∈R
Resq→r
1
2d
−1S(p1, q)
λ− λ∗ (S(q, p2)S(q
∗, p3) + S(q∗, p2)S(q, p3))
= ∑
r∈R
(
1− ∂y∗∂Y |Y=Yr
)
S(up1 − ur)S(up2 − ur)S(up3 − ur)
−2
3
(
3Y2r
∂XH(X,Y)|Xr
(−12X2r+2q2Xr+2q)
Xr(−1−qXr)
∂2X
∂u2
∂Y
∂u
)
|u=ur
(4.15)
From the expression of ω0,3(p1, p2, p3), we know that, it is an almost meromorphic Jacobi
form of weight 3.
Since ω̂g,n is a polynomial of finite degree in terms of ηˆ1, we can take Imτ → ∞, then
we will recover ωg,n.
Theorem 4.5. (modularity of generating functions)
1. . dX˜1 · · · dX˜nFX ,L(g,n) under mirror map is in the ring Ĵ (Γ)⊗ (H∗(Bµ3,C))⊗n, where
Ĵ (Γ) = R̂ [{℘′(ui − ur),℘(ui − ur)}i∈{1,··· ,n},r∈R] , (4.16)
is the differential ring generated by ℘′(ui − ur) and ℘(ui − ur), and
R̂ =M(Γ)
[
{℘(uri − ur j)}ri.r j∈R, η1
]
, (4.17)
which is the ring of quasi-meromorphic modular forms.
2. . FXg is quasi-meromorphic modular form of some group Γ under closed mirror map. Group
Γ depends on the one-dimensional subfamily we choose.
Proof. From equation (2.32), dX˜1 · · · dX˜nFX ,L(g,n) takes value in ωg,n ⊗ H∗(Bµ3,C) and ωg,n is
quasi-meromorphic Jacobi form as limit of alomost meromorphic Jacobi form.
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Before going to the modularity of open closed Gromov-Witten invariants, expand the
ωg,n in X coordinate near open GW points.
In this special subfamily we are discussing now, the 3 open GW points are very easy,
ν0 = (0,−1), ν1 = (0, e pii3 ), ν2 = (0, e 2pii3 ). Assume the corresponding u-coordinate of these
points are wl, l = 0, 1, 2. Then From relation (3.17), ℘(wl) and ℘
′(wl) are modular forms.
Lemma 4.6. Expand each argument of ωg,n near an open GW point, ωg,n can be written as a power
series of X, with coefficients quasi-meromorphic modular forms.
Proof. Near open GW point wl,
℘(ui − ur) = ℘(wl − ur) + ℘′(wl − ur) ∂u
∂X
|νlX +O
(
X2
)
. (4.18)
Hence coefficients of ℘(ui − ur) as power series of X near the l-th open GW point are
polynomial of ℘(wl − ur), ℘′(wl − ur), ∂ku∂Xk |νl . By (3.29) ℘(wl − ur), ℘′(wl − ur) are modular
forms. Therefore, ωg,n , as polynomial of ℘(ui− ur) and ℘′(ui− ur) by theorem 4.5, can also
be expanded as power series of X with coefficients quasi-meromorphic modular forms.
Fix degree of stable maps on n-boundaries ((d1, k1), · · · , (dn, kn)) ∈ H1(L,Z)n, and
consider open-closed GW invariants with this boundary degree N d1···dnk1···kn . Then we have it is
quasi-meromorphic modular form.
Theorem 4.7. (Modularity of open GW invariants).
For 2g− 2+ n > 0, open Gromov-Witten invariant N d1···dnk1···kn is quasi-meromorphic modular form
of some modular group Γ under closed mirror map.
Proof. According construction in [FLT12], the open mirror map is given by
X˜ = A(q)X , (4.19)
Then we have,
N d1···dnk1 ···kn =
1
A(q)∑ di
· 1
∏
n
i=o di!
∂d1−1
∂Xd1−11
· · · ∂
dn−1
∂Xdn−1n
|Xi=0 ∑
l1···ln∈0,1,2
ξ
∑
n
i=1 kili
3
3n
(ρl1 ···ln)∗ωg,n
dX1 · · · dXn . (4.20)
where ξ3 is 3 order root of 1. Since (ρl1···ln)
∗
ωg,n is the expansion of ωg,n near the open GW
point νli for argument Xi, it is power series of Xi with quasi-meromorphic modular forms
as coefficients. Hence N d1···dnk1···kn is a quasi-meromorphic modular form.
Remark 4.8. This subfamily I choose now is just to simplify computation, the method can
be hopefully extended to more general subfamily as follows.
1. Every cubic curve is birational to a Weierstrass normal form, hence we can get uni-
formization of a general cubic (2.11), and coordinate X , Y are rational functions of ℘, ℘′
with coefficients in a filed which is a finite extension of field C(a1, · · · , a7). By a proper
choice of one-dimensional subfamily, all ai are modular functions for some congruence
subgroup Γ ⊂ SL(2,Z). See [Con96].
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2. The ramification points set R = {p ∈ C, d(XY f ) = 0} is intersection of the following two
plane curves.
X + Y3 + 1+ a1
X3
Y3
+ a2
X
Y1
+ a3
X2
Y2
+ a4
X2
Y1
+ a5XY + a6Y
2 + a7Y = 0
f X−3Y3+(3 f+3)a1X
3
Y3
+( f + 1)a2
X
Y
+(2 f+2)a3
X2
Y2
+a4(2 f+1)
X2
Y
+( f−1)a5XY−2a6Y2−a7Y = 0
(4.21)
Claim: the solutions of these two equations are modular functions for some smaller group
Γ′ ⊂ Γ ⊂ SL(2,Z).
3. Then we can apply the similar process in section 4 for specific subfamily, and get the
similar results.
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